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Carefully unpack and identify all parts before assembly. 
Bulb is not included.

IMPORTANT: TURN OFF THE POWER AT 
THE MAIN FUSE OR CIRCUIT BREAKER BOX 
BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION
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1. Gently slide metal frame and sit on top of glass shade.  Then slip the shade and frame assembly through 
socket until the four pins located at top of frame check inside corners of fitter.  Lock them into position by 
sliding spacer tube and then fastening counter ring using provided wrench. 

2. Install bulbs (not included).  See relamping label located near socket area for type and maximum allowed 
wattage. 

3. This fixture can be hung either with stems, flush mount (without stems), or with chain: 

    STEM HUNG INSTALLATION: 
    A.  Choose desired installation height from dimensions shown in above diagram.  Thread fixture wires 

through each stem to be used. 
    B.  Take one adjustable chain link and open by twisting cylinder on the link.  Attach the open link onto 

loop located inside of leaf, then hook onto bottom end of a stem.  Close the link. 
    C.  Attach additional stems together using adjustable chain links. 
    D.  At the end of final stem, attach another adjustable chain link and hook onto loop located below canopy.  

Close the link. 

    FLUSH MOUNT INSTALLATION: 
    A.  Remove all stems from fixture wires.  Then slip fixture wires through loop located below canopy. 
    B.  Take one adjustable chain link and open by twisting cylinder on the link.  Attach the open link onto 

loop located inside of leaf, then hook onto loop located below canopy.  Close the link. 

    CHAIN HUNG INSTALLATION: 
    A.  Take one adjustable chain link and open by twisting cylinder on the link.  Attach the open link onto 

loop located inside of leaf, then hook onto bottom end of a stem.  Close the link. 
    B.  Attach another adjustable chain link onto top end of stem and then onto chain.  Close the link. 
    C.  Determine the desired length of chain to hang.  Remove any unwanted links. 
    D.  Attach another adjustable chain link onto top end of chain, then hook onto loop located below canopy.  

Close the link. 

4. Measure 6" of wires from end of canopy and cut off remaining wires.  Split wires (with plastic insulation) 
and strip off 3/4" (20 mm) of insulation from each end. 

5. Follow enclosed supplement installation instructions for electrical and fixture installation onto house 
outlet box.  If you do not have an outlet box at desired location to attach the fixture than hire a qualified 
electrician to create one.
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